Session 2

Family Circles

* 36. Blame children for how they stepped on him - bitterness

  teens

  broken relationships

  some steps are good but not all of them

* 37. She is in a career - distant/withdrawn and removed/dislodged from things of importance in her life

  only one circle leading to interpersonal relationship

  rest is intra activities

  Alet

* 37. Support a strong spiritual/religious relationship.

  mentioned first (very important to her)

  2nd. Children and friends and what she can do for them.

  filed sitting next to her (aware of friend + social support)

* 38. Friend drawn close to her/children

  drawn further away from her - uncertainty about future

  Rita

* 38. Last child because of death - drawn further away, son and daughter drawn closer - arm and fans drawn further away
*38. Need for improvement in himself, want to physically change, feels distant from art + activities, wants that back

Hennie

no interpersonal circles

no interpersonal circles

*39. Only want activities (art + photography) - no other circles of importance. Joe

no interpersonal circles

*40. Love for flowers + nature + word of the Lord.

intra

- no interpersonal circles

*39. Table, mountain, sailing boat on the sea, my house, trees - things + places of importance

- no interpersonal circles

Important Notices

* 40. Children is very important / plays a key role

* 41. Groenkolmoel itu. veldjag & eenvaamheid

- gevel is gemeenskaplik

> Transformation en verwering

> Different focuses

> A variety of focuses

> Working people has more focus.

> World or older person is getting smaller.

42. * Veldjag

* Support of religion to handle longing + sadness
43. Finds refraining in sex not kind to using circle to replace loss

44. Told not heard by others/understood by others
   - lack in expression towards other
   - need for expression

45. Need to express feeling about important activities
   - not talking about it

46. Feels no empathy from others - just listening
   not hearing about his talk concerning his oil - need for interest

49. Need for serious understanding
49. Not aware of friend - not in circle
   friend has a deep understanding
   (good relationship - interpersonally)

51. Confidentiality is an issue because of gossip - relationships is unsafe without empathy and respect, because they gossip about each other and that \\n  打破, injures confidentiality

52. "Do you think it will stay confidential?"
   - no trust in interpersonal relationship -
     uncertain and not safe to share

52. Lack in support, understanding from nurses/care takers - unsafe, don't feel any empathy
* 53. Min redrgsgoamfled + understanding -
towards each other -

* 53. Complain with staff about other residents

* 58. No sympathy and support amongst the residents - causes a unsafe environment where they don't feel supported - no redrgsgoamfled

* 58. Gossiping about each other - nothing stays confidential - no context in which they can share (maybe mention this at discussion)

* 59. Nothing stays a secret - no trust/confidentiality

* 59. No respect towards others - compare stories and it is getting better - telling to receive sensation

* 59. Gossip about each other because they have nothing else to do - they are bored

* 59. Relationships is not safe - they are in a group, but they don't feel like it

* 59. All the rules are broken.

* 60. Difficult to talk about things and to share

* 61. No freedom, boldness, frankness, freedom about to talk to each other.

* 61. Lack in empathetic and supporting relationships.
* 61. No sense of genuine, kind, or cared for - selfish.

* 61. Does have a close friend with whom she shares her life story - safe, doesn’t talk out.

* 61. Need for confidentiality and a safe environment or context in which they can share stories, etc.

* 61. Need for empathy, lack in empathy.

+62. + need for lack in safety.

* 62. Lack in trust - because they gossip and don’t treat information with sensitivity - they enjoy it - no care for others.

* 62. Need to express feelings, but don’t because they gossip about it and it causes them to get hurt.

* 63. Don’t feel respected as a person...

* 63. Cut out of relationships / groups.

* 64. Need for empathetic + understanding relationships.

* 69. No confidentiality + trust in one another.

* 70. Throwing or gossiping.

* 71. Not aware of people around them, unaware, uninvolved.
* 72. No care or betrodden / interest, no independence in healthy relationship - no context where someone can share with him - no listening.

* 73. Onverdragzaam - no consideration towards each other

* 73. No understanding for each other's needs - no consideration

* 73. No 'on' - gencel - detached / secluded from one another - need for 'sense of community'